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EXTINCT

Ben Garrod &
Gabriel Ugueto
‘Spanning half a billion
years and following the
dying days of a different
animal in each, this series
is the definitive guide to
the most destructive yet
most creative force in
nature.’
BEN GARROD

The story of life on Earth told through a unique
exploration of the major mass extinctions and their
effect on the iconic animals that once populated our
planet. A collectable, eight book full colour series
delivering top level science and new discoveries from the
ultimate author/artist team.
With an ‘Ask the Expert’ section, stunning full colour art
on every page, glossary and pronunciation guide, every
book reveals a different extinction whether caused by
asteroids or mega volcanoes, to over-hunting by humans
and habitat destruction. Each book looks in detail at one
animal we have lost.

© Chris Vaughan

BEN GARROD

is Professor of Evolutionary Biology
and Science Engagement at the University of East
Anglia. He broadcasts regularly on TV and radio and is a
trustee and ambassador of a number of key conservation
organisations.

/Ben-Garrod
bengarrod.co.uk

@Ben_garrod
@Ben_garrod

GABRIEL UGUETO

is a scientific illustrator, palaeoartist
and herpetologist based in Miami, Florida. His work
has appeared in books, journals, magazines, TV
documentaries and museums.

@serpenillus
gabrielugueto.com

@serpenillus
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LOOK INSIDE

WHERE THERE
IS LIFE THERE IS
EXTINCTION

SEPTEMBER 2018 • 198x129mm • 112pp

Ben Garrod
‘This series is a celebration
of everything that science
is really about... leaving
[children] with a passion for
more dino-knowledge and
a lasting impression that
science is for everyone.’
NATSCA

SEPTEMBER 2018 • 198x129mm • 112pp

MARCH 2018 • 198x129mm • 112pp
MARCH 2018 • 198x129mm • 112pp

So You Think
You Know About...
Dinosaurs?
The most up-to-date dinosaur books on the market.
Tyrannosaurus rex, Triceratops and Diplodocus, are
introduced by Steve Backshall and available in audio
download. Velociraptor, Stegosaurus and Spinosaurus,
are introduced by Jane Goodall.
Dr Ben Garrod’s So You Think You Know About...
Dinosaurs? is fun, funny and informative. This highly
collectable, pocket-size series has palaeo art by Scott
Hartman and Gabriel Ugueto, as well as Ethan Kocak’s
funny cartoon illustrations.
TV scientist Ben Garrod is proud to be a geek as he
mixes hard science and humour to prove that science is
for everyone. All children know their dinosaurs but Ben
encourages them to think differently, revealing how new
discoveries and breakthroughs occur in science every day.
By looking at the evolutionary arms race, prey, predators,
place, time, groups and species, Ben reveals new-look
dinosaurs. Each book contains additional sections: Ask an
Expert, New Science and Fossil Finder as well as quizzes to
test your dinosaur knowledge.

Science Engagement at the University of East Anglia. His
three-part TV series Baby Chimp Rescue was broadcast on
BBC Two in 2020. Ben is a trustee and ambassador of a
number of key conservation organisations. His previous
books include the six book series So You Think You Know
About... Dinosaurs? and The Chimpanzee and Me, both
published by Zephyr.
© Chris Vaughan

SEPTEMBER 2018 • 198x129mm • 112pp

MARCH 2018 • 198x129mm • 112pp

BEN GARROD is Professor of Evolutionary Biology and

GABRIEL UGUETO is a graphic artist and illustrator
specialising in nature and wildlife.
DrBenGarrod
www.bengarrod.co.uk

@Ben_garrod
Prof. Ben Garrod
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The Bee and the Sun
A Calendar of Paintings

Catherine Hyde
‘My deep love for the cycles
of the seasons inspires all
my paintings and I wanted
to create a joyous calendar
celebrating the profound
importance of the bee as a
pollinator in our world.’
CATHERINE HYDE

A year in the life of the bee and the sun in a calendar of
jewel-like, full colour paintings that celebrate the sensory
delights of herbs, seasoned with a pinch of plant lore.
From the rising and setting of the Pleiades, from sunrise
to sunset, the bee and the sun work in harmony, a miracle
of nature, growth and new life. Beneath the shifting
constellations, equinoxes and solstice markers, as the bee
progresses from plant to flower, acclaimed artist Catherine
Hyde pays tribute to the magic and mystery of nature.
Snippets of ancient bee beliefs and plant folklore are
complimented by paintings of wild garlic, thyme, saffron,
comfrey, fennel, lavender and many more delights. Like
her successful The Hare and the Moon, this is a book to
treasure, and an ode to the wonder of nature.

CATHERINE HYDE is a Cornish artist and award-winning
illustrator. She trained in Fine Art Painting at Central School
of Art in London and is represented in Cornwall by The
Lighthouse Gallery, Penzance and in London by Foss Fine
Art, Battersea. Catherine has been nominated for the Kate
Greenaway Award four times and is recipient of the English
Association Best Illustrated Book Award (Key Stage 2). Her
book The Hare and the Moon is also published by Zephyr.

NOVEMBER 2021 • ZEPHYR/GIFT • 200x200mm • 160 pp • Rights: WORLD ALL LANGUAGES

‘This is a treasure... a thing
of beauty that traps time.’
JACKIE MORRIS, ILLUSTRATOR
OF THE LOST SPELLS

‘Absolutely exquisite.’
COUNTRYSIDE

© Jay Armstrong

HB 9781800240841 £15 • E 9781800240834

@catherinehydeart
catherinehyde.co.uk

@catherine_hyde
@catherinehydeartist
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The Chimpanzee
and Me
Ben Garrod
‘I know it’s a cliché to
have a holiday romance,
but in my defence, this
was different. For a start,
this wasn’t a holiday, I
was working. Second,
she wasn’t even the same
species as me. In my head,
this makes the whole
thing that little bit better,
if, admittedly, a little
bit weirder. Her name
was Pasa and she was a
chimpanzee.’
Ben Garrod

This is a unique look at conservation of the species and
Ben’s life-long love of chimps, illustrated in full colour
with photos and line drawings.
For over a decade, Ben Garrod has studied chimpanzees to
find ways to protect and conserve them. We join Ben on a
journey that takes him around the world, studying eastern
chimps in the humid forests of Uganda and the critically
endangered western chimps of Liberia.
In his trademark infectious, lighthearted style, Ben
describes encounters with chimpanzees that highlight the
different threats they face. From the illegal international
pet trade, to bushmeat markets, and the effects of
relentless habitat loss – not to mention how your new
furniture, your toothpaste and even your mobile phone are
all implicated in their falling numbers.
With access to world-renowned primatologist Dr Jane
Goodall, Ben shows how we can protect the chimps of the
future and help conserve this endlessly fascinating species.

BEN GARROD is Professor of Evolutionary Biology and

© Chris Vaughan

Science Engagement at the University of East Anglia. His
three-part TV series Baby Chimp Rescue was broadcast on
BBC Two in 2020. Ben is a trustee and ambassador of a
number of key conservation organisations. His previous
books include the six book series So You Think You Know
About... Dinosaurs? and The Chimpanzee and Me, both
published by Zephyr.

JUNE 2020 • 216x155mm • 256pp • RIGHTS: WORLD

DrBenGarrod
www.bengarrod.co.uk

@Ben_garrod
Prof. Ben Garrod
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The Tindims
‘The idea for the Tindims
came from our beach
walks. Thinking about the
climate crisis and rubbish
overwhelming our oceans,
we began to invent the
Tindims and their island.
As mothers, we know
young and inquisitive
children will love these
idiosyncratic characters,
their sense of adventure
and their empowering
message of conservation.’
Lydia & Sally

Sally Gardner
Illustrated by Lydia Corry
‘What is rubbish today is treasure tomorrow.’ Launching
a new series for early readers that empowers children to
get creative with their rubbish and save the planet.
Join Captain Spoons, Mug, Jug, Brew, Skittle and
friends on Rubbish Island: wander through its warren of
underwater rooms, including a toothbrush library and a
hospital for sick fish, climb its terraces overlooking the sea
and scale Rubbish Mountain.
Prize-winning author Sally Gardner takes the Tindims on
their first ocean adventure to show keen young ecologists
how to help protect our planet for the future. Lydia
Corry’s charming black-and-white integrated illustrations
bring the Tindims to life on every page.

SALLY GARDNER & LYDIA CORRY are a motherdaughter duo who came up with the idea of the Tindims
during seaside strolls in their home town of Hastings. Sally
is a Costa and Carnegie-winning author. Her most recent
novel is Invisible in a Bright Light published by Zephyr.
Lydia graduated from the Royal College of Art in 2009.
Her debut illustrated book, Eight Princesses and a Magic
Mirror, was published by Zephyr in 2019.

www.lydiacorry.com
www.sallygardner.co.uk

lydiacorryillustration
@TheSallyGardner
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Mr Tiger, Betsy and the
Golden Seahorse
‘Sally Gardner’s tale
unfolds with all the
beautiful illogicality of
a dream... Buoyed along
by Nick Maland’s jaunty,
intricately cross-hatched
illustrations.’
Financial Times
‘A marvelously inventive
fairy tale full of heart and
humor, and readers will be
utterly enchanted by Betsy
and her dreamy, ice cream–
centric world.. Because
that’s what makes the
world go round.’
Booklist, Starred review

Sally Gardner, illustrated by
Nick Maland

Following the success of their first two adventures Mr
Tiger, Betsy and the Blue Moon and Mr Tiger, Betsy and the
Sea Dragon, the intrepid pair join Betsy’s mum, Myrtle
the mermaid, beneath the waves, from bestselling author
Sally Gardner and illustrated by Nick Maland.
Crumble cakes! When Betsy joins Myrtle the mermaid
in her underwater world, she discovers there may be
monsters... shipwrecks, lost treasure and secret cities. A
seapig’s most prized possession, Pudding Pie, has been
stolen by a cantankerous giant octopus and Betsy and Mr
Tiger must go to the rescue in their new submarine. But
what happens when a tiger’s whiskers and tail are simply
too long to squeeze into forgotten dark caverns where even
the moon cannot shine, and Betsy has to take the final
steps of the adventure on her own?
The hardback edition of this book will be printed in blue
ink in Dyslexie, a font specially designed to make reading
easier – and more fun.

SALLY GARDNER is the Costa and Carnegie-winning
author of Maggot Moon. Her books have sold over two
million copies in many languages and won numerous
prizes.

NICK MALAND is an award-winning illustrator. His book
Oliver Who Travelled Far and Wide won the Booktrust Early
Years Award.
@TheSallyGardner
The.Sally.Gardner
sallygardner.co.uk
© Nick Tydeman

MARCH 2020 • 200x135mm • 160pp • Rights: WORLD (xUSA, xCAN)

nickmaland
nickmaland.co.uk

© Lydia Corry
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I don’t know the date. My teacher

song helped sink many a galleon, I can

said we would have to find that out

tell you. We’re no one-hit wonder.’

for ourselves. I bumped into the sea

To Betsy’s ears, it sounded like a

pig and I helped him but he didn’t

lullaby.

seem grateful. I tried to talk to him

‘If you don’t mind,’ said Mr Tiger,

but I couldn’t understand what he

‘I find the music makes me sleepy…’

was saying.’

He yawned.

Betsy told him about the shell and

Aunty Coral laughed. ‘It’s getting

how Mum was able to understand the

to you, isn’t it?’ she said, patting

sea pig.

Mr Tiger’s paw. ‘This tune could put
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understands
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as

the crew of an armada to sleep.’
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‘Whether they are
Disgusting, Shouty,
Unhealthy or NastyNatured, [Steve Cole’s]
protagonists – illustrated
in gleeful colour by Tim
Archbold in the vein of
Quentin Blake – meet
their comeuppances
with plenty of horrible
humour, and a touch more
redemption than Roald
Dahl might have offered.’
The Guardian
‘An illustrated collection
of cautionary tales with
just the right balance of
disgusting humour and
darkly comic threat.’

Ten Nasty Little Toads
Steve Cole
illustrated by Tim Archbold

A full-colour gift book of ten darkly-comic and
hilarious cautionary tales by Astrosaurs author Steve
Cole, illustrated by Tim Archbold.
In these delightfully humorous tales of a decidedly
blackish hue, ten follysome toads can never change
their beastly habits despite the efforts of goodly witch
Madame Rana who reminds them ‘It’s never too late to
change.’
‘The Toad With Square Eyes’ develops mutant thumbs
and fingers and finds himself on the other side of the
screen; Cherry Oddfellow, the ‘Dirty Little Toad’, is
part-girl, part-mudslide; and Jeremiah Bratson, the
‘Spoiled Little Toad’, finds himself face-to-face with a
perfect robot replica.
Featuring toady facts, quizzes and games, this collection
of tales is a warning to certain children that there must
come an hour when they pay the price...

Fiona Noble

STEVE COLE is the bestselling author of Astrosaurs and
Young Bond, among many other books.

TIM ARCHBOLD was born in Northumberland and
lives in the Scottish Borders. He has written and
illustrated over 100 books for children, including
Bagpipes, Beasties and Bogles (2012).

@SteveColeBooks stevecolebooks.co.uk

JUNE 2019 • 216x155mm • 192pp • Rights: WORLD
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Storytime

Georgie Adams
illustrated by Magda Brol
‘When I sat down to write
these stories and poems
I had super-busy lives in
mind. Believe me, I know
how tricky it is finding
quiet moments in a hectic
day to curl up and read
a story! So I’ve mixed
shorter and longer stories
and poems – just right for
reading aloud whenever
time allows – because
sharing a story with little
ones is the most precious
time of all.’
Georgie Adams

A fabulous large-format, full-colour gift book of original
timed tales and poems, perfect for sharing at bedtime –
or any time.
Doogle the dinosaur, Buttons the bear and Cabbage the
cat live in Storyland where stories grow on the story tree.
One night a storm blows them away. Join the three friends
to find a wicked witch, a dragon with a sweet tooth,
bouncing bed bugs, a lonely giant, a frightened ghost,
aliens... to name a few, and bring them back safely.
This is a top quality collection of magical and familiar
everyday stories which tap into early learning skills and
will become a family favourite. You can spend as much
time as you like in Storyland. Mix and match easy to spot
leaf symbols to decide how long.
Short stories
Middle-sized stories
Long stories
Poems

GEORGIE ADAMS is the successful author of over 70
picture books, gift books, treasuries and early readers,
mostly for young children. Georgie lives in Cornwall.

MAGDA BROL was born in Wroclaw, Poland. After the

© Chris Vaughan

birth of her two little girls, Magda turned her passion for
drawing into a dream job. Magda and her family live in
London.

@magbrol
magdabrol.com
© Phil Glew

MAY 2019 • 270x230mm • 128pp • Rights: WORLD
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The Girl Who
Talked to Trees

Natasha Farrant, illustrated by
Lydia Corry
‘A love letter to trees, a
celebration of the richness
they bring to our lives
and a reminder of our
responsibility to take care
of what is precious.’
NATASHA FARRANT

A companion volume to Eight Princesses and a Magic
Mirror. Seven intertwined stories about the power of
nature and the magic of trees in a sumptuous gift book.
Trees are storykeepers, witnesses to magic and history.
From far away, a girl tumbles like a leaf into our world.
She makes a promise, discovers the secrets of an ancient
oak, and rescues a boy from a medieval hunt. She learns
how wild apple blossom is linked to three runaway brides,
and hears about the revenge of an overclipped box tree.
From the underground roots to the uppermost branches,
from planes in Persia, to tulip trees in North America
and underwater kelp forests, she listens to the trees telling
stories for all time. And she keeps her promise.
With a conservation message and facts about tree science
alongside seven beautifully imagined original stories,
this full colour gift book enchants and reminds us of the
importance of trees in our lives.

© Red Photographic

NATASHA FARRANT is a writer and literary scout. She is

NOVEMBER 2021 • ZEPHYR/FICTION • 216x155mm • 224 pp • Rights: WORLD ALL LANGUAGES
HB 9781800242234 £12.99 • E 9781800242258 • ALSO AVAILABLE IN AUDIO

‘Slightly older fairytale
fans will relish.’
THE GUARDIAN
BEST BOOKS OF 2019

‘This book of exceptionally
excellent princesses is
completely gorgeous.’
HILARY MCKAY

the author of the widely praised Voyage of the Sparrowhawk,
(Faber, 2020) and other novels. She lives in London with
her family.

natasha.farrant.3
natashafarrant.com

@NatashaFarrant1

LYDIA CORRY graduated from the Royal College of
Art in 2009. Her publishing debut was Eight Princesses
and a Magic Mirror (Zephyr). She lives with her family in
Hastings.

lydiacorry.com

@lydiacorryillustrations
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Eight Princesses and
a Magic Mirror
Natasha Farrant
Illustrated by Lydia Corry
‘These tales are enchanting
in both their realness and
their whimsy’
Kirkus, Starred Review
‘Slightly older fairytale
fans, especially those who
enjoy Rebel Girls-style
empowerment, will relish
Eight Princesses and a Magic
Mirror by Natasha Farrant,
enriched by Lydia Corry’s
delicious pictures..’
The Guardian

Here are eight princesses for the Rebel Girls generation:
bold, empowered, full of curiosity, adventure and
determined to be true to themselves. Natasha’s original
stories are set in different times all around the world,
blending modern and traditional storytelling with
glowing full colour illustrations by debut artist Lydia
Corry in a glorious gift book.
‘Mirror, mirror on the wall... what makes a princess
excellent?’ When the enchantress flings her magic mirror
into our universe, reflected in it are princesses who refuse
to be pretty, polite or obedient. These are girls determined
to do the rescuing themselves. The Arabian princess of
the desert protects her people from the king with the
black and gold banner; Latin American Princess Tica,
takes a crocodile for a pet; a Scottish princess explores the
high seas; African Princess, Abayome, puts empathy and
kindness above being royal; and in a tower-block, Princess
saves her precious community garden from the hands
of urban developers. Complemented by detailed, jewelcoloured artwork, these beautifully imagined stories are a
twist on familiar princess tales.

NATASHA FARRANT is a writer and
literary scout. She is the author of the widely praised
Children of Castle Rock, (Faber, 2018) and other books.
She lives in London with her family.
natashafarrant.com

@NatashaFarrant1

LYDIA CORRY is a British illustrator and graduated from
the Royal College of Art in 2009. She lives with her family
in Hastings.
lydiacorryillustration
lydiacorry.com

@lydia_corry

© Red Photographic
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Circus Maximus:
Race to the Death
Annelise Gray
‘My pitch for the book was
Ben-Hur meets National
Velvet. I wrote it in the
belief that among the vast
crowd of chariot-racing
fans who packed the Circus
Maximus – the greatest
stadium in the ancient
world – there were young
girls like Dido who quietly
dreamed of becoming
sporting heroes.’
ANNELISE GRAY

The first book in the ultimate 9-12 adventure series by
debut children’s author, Annelise Gray. Circus Maximus:
the greatest sporting stage in ancient Rome, where the
best charioteers and horses race to the death.
Twelve-year-old old Dido dreams of becoming the first
female charioteer at the great Circus Maximus. She’s lost
her heart to Porcellus, a wild, tempestuous horse she longs
to train and race. But such ambitions are forbidden to girls
and she must be content with helping her father Antonius
– the trainer of Rome’s most popular racing team, The
Greens – and teaching the rules of racing to Justus, the
handsome young nephew of The Greens' wealthy owner.
When her father is brutally murdered, Dido is forced to
seek refuge with an unlikely ally. But what of her dream
of Circus triumphs and being reunited with the beloved
horse she left behind in Rome? And the threat to her life
isn’t over as she faces a powerful
and terrifying new enemy... the emperor Caligula.

ANNELISE GRAY was born in Bermuda and moved

MARCH 2021 • ZEPHYR/FICTION • 200x135mm • 320 pp • Rights: WORLD ALL LANGUAGES (xUSA/CAN)
HB 9781800240575 £12.99 • E 9781800240599 • ALSO AVAILABLE IN AUDIO

© E.A. Dineley

to the UK as a child. She grew up riding horses and
dreaming of becoming a writer. After gaining a PhD in
Classics from Cambridge, she worked as a researcher for
TV. She’s previously published a history of the women
of the Roman Empire and a crime novel set in the
Roman Republic. Annelise lives with her husband in
Dorset where she teaches Latin.

annelisegray.co.uk

@AnneliseGray
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Skin Taker

Michelle Paver
‘I wrote Skin Taker to
explore how the clans react
when their whole world
is threatened: will they
turn on each other, or pull
together? What’s truly
weird is that I had that
idea years before anyone
had heard of Covid-19.’
MICHELLE PAVER

Step into a Stone Age world we all want to be a part of
with million copy selling author, Michelle Paver, in a
tense and terrifying new adventure.
In the Dark Time of midwinter, disaster strikes the Forest.
Chaos rules. Bears woken from their dens prowl the
shadowy valleys. Desperate clans battle for survival. Only
demons thrive.
With their world in turmoil, Torak, Renn and Wolf
are tested as never before. And as a new evil haunts the
devastated land, Torak must risk his sanity, his life and
even his souls to save everything he loves...
Following Viper’s Daughter, now Skin Taker draws you
deeper into the astonishing adventure which began with
Wolf Brother and has captivated readers of all ages.

MICHELLE PAVER was born in central Africa but came
to England as a child. She is the author of the bestselling,
award-winning Wolf Brother series, which has sold over
3 million copies in 36 territories, with acclaimed audio
editions read by Ian McKellen. Skin Taker is the eighth
book in the series. Like the others it can be read as a
stand-alone story

APRIL 2021 • ZEPHYR/FICTION • 215x135mm • 256 pp • Rights: WORLD ALL LANGUAGES

‘Meticulously researched,
atmospheric and
relentless.’
OBSERVER

‘Transports us a long way
from the here and now.’
SUNDAY TIMES

© Anthony Upton

HB 9781789542417 £12.99 • E 9781789542431 • ALSO AVAILABLE IN AUDIO

MichellePaverAuthor
michellepaver.com

@MichellePaver
@michelle.paver
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The Time Traveller
and the Tiger
Tania Unsworth
‘It’s an adventure story
about fate, friendship
and unlikely heroes.
It’s also a love letter.
To the king of the forest;
the most terrifying,
extraordinary and magical
animal on the planet.’

Mingling the classic charm of Tom’s Midnight Garden
with the adventure of a lifetime, two boys and a girl are
lost in the forests of India where mighty tigers prowl.

Tania Unsworth

The Time Traveller and the Tiger is a standalone multi-layered
middle grade novel rich in adventure, mystery, historical
and conservation themes.

Elsie is not looking forward to the long summer
holiday with her creaky, old Uncle John. But then the
unimaginable happens as Time unravels and Elsie tumbles
back to 1940s India to meet her Uncle John as a young
boy on a tiger hunt. Can Elsie stop him from doing what
he’s already told her is a wrong he can never right?

TANIA UNSWORTH comes from a literary, Booker Prizewinning family of writers and lives in Boston, USA. The Girl
Who Thought Her Mother was a Mermaid was published by
Zephyr in 2018.
OCTOBER 2020 • 200x135mm • 256 pp • Rights: WORLD

‘Teasing and suspenseful...’
Sunday Times
Book of the Week

‘[A] magical tale about
family and identity.’
The Times
www.taniaunsworth.com

@TaniaUnsworth1
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The Cooking
Club Detectives
Ewa Jozefkowicz
‘The Cooking Club
Detectives is a mystery
story, which brings
together four children
from very different
backgrounds united in a
common goal. I wanted
to focus on the important
power of community which
shouldn’t be forgotten,
even in our increasingly
globalised world.’
EWA JOZEFKOWICZ

Meet Erin, her puppy Sausages and friends as they swap
recipes and pots for clues and culprits and try to solve
the mystery of why their cookery club is closing.
Erin loves her mum, Lara. For as long as she can
remember it’s just been the two of them. Moving to a new
school, Erin meets Tanya, who has a housekeeper and a
wealthy dad. Their families seem so different but soon the
girls become best friends along with Sam and Frixos at
their after-school cookery club.
One day the community centre, and their club, is under
threat of closure. Who could be plotting against them
and why? Erin, Sausages and their new friends form the
Cooking Club Detectives and set out to solve the mystery
in this beautifully observed 9-12 story about the power of
food and friendship.

EWA JOZEFKOWICZ grew up in Ealing, and studied
English Literature at UCL. Her debut novel, The Mystery
of the Colour Thief published by Zephyr in 2018, was
shortlisted for the Waterstones Children’s Book Prize.
Her second book, Girl 38: Finding a Friend, blends
contemporary times with a storyline set in WWII Poland.
Ewa lives in north London, with her husband and twin
daughters, Magda and Julia.
@EwaJozefkowicz
ewajozefkowicz.com
JUNE 2021 • ZEPHYR/FICTION • 200x135mm • 192 pp • Rights: WORLD ALL LANGUAGES
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The Key to
Finding Jack

Ewa Jozefkowicz
‘The Key to Finding Jack
touches on some of
the same themes as my
previous books – families,
friendships, school, nature
and, most of all, hope. It
also explores the feeling
of when a person you
thought you knew well is
quite different to how you
imagined them.’
Ewa Jozefkowicz

Flick’s big brother, Jack, goes missing in Peru and she
is desperate to find him. But can she solve the greatest
mystery of all: who Jack really is? A heartwarming, third
novel from Waterstones Prize shortlisted author, about
the unbreakable bond between siblings.
Twelve-year-old Flick adores her brother Jack. But Jack is
soon to flee the family nest and Flick worries she’ll lose
her partner in crime. During his gap year in Peru, tragedy
strikes when an earthquake devastates the region and
no one knows what has happened to Jack. Flick and her
family are thrown into the horrible unknown.
When she finds a key with the initials ‘SF’ in his room,
Flick hopes that SF (whoever that is) might hold the clue
to finding her brother. Setting out to uncover the identity
of its owner, Flick meets new friends, discovers clues from
a legend about Inca gold and a key with magical powers
and sees a whole new side to Jack. Featuring a story within
a story and a mystery to solve, The Key to Finding Jack, is
about sacrifice, courage, the riches of family, friendship
and the power of living life to the full.

EWA JOZEFKOWICZ grew up in Ealing, and studied
English Literature at UCL. Her debut novel, The Mystery
of the Colour Thief published by Zephyr in 2018, was
shortlisted for the Waterstones Children’s Book Prize.
Her second book, Girl 38: Finding a Friend, blends
contemporary times with a storyline set in WWII Poland.
Ewa lives in north London, with her husband and twin
daughters, Magda and Julia.
@EwaJozefkowicz
ewajozefkowicz.com

jozefkowicz
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The Mystery of the Colour Thief
Ewa Jozefkowicz

 Longlisted for the Branford Boase 2019
 Shortlisted for the Waterstones Children’s Book Prize
After a frightening car accident, Izzy’s mum is in a coma. Her family is in pieces. Her best friend at
school has dumped her. And her nightmares are haunted by a shadowy man stealing all the colours
from her world. She’s trying so hard to be brave, but Izzy thinks everything is her fault. Then she
meets her new neighbour, Toby, paralyzed after a skateboarding accident, and together they find a
nest of cygnets who need rescuing. Particularly the odd one out, called Spike. Will saving Spike save
Izzy? Will she and Toby solve the mystery of the colour thief and bring hope and happiness back to
Izzy’s life? Written with insight, compassion and empathy – an authentic story about real life and how
to survive it.

FEBRUARY 2020 • 198x129mm • 256pp • Rights: WORLD

Girl 38: Finding a Friend
Ewa Jozefkowicz

Past and present are woven into this novel set in contemporary times and WWII Poland. Based on
a real life story about friendship and endurance in the darkest situation.
Kat is a 12-year-old girl who loves working on her super-heroine comic, Girl 38 – the girl she longs to
be like. But she’s not brave, or fearless. At school, Gem is no longer her ‘best friend’. And at home Kat
is lonely while her parents are busy working long hours. She’s even a bit afraid of her elderly neighbour,
Ania. But when Ania has an accident Kat surprises herself by rushing to the rescue – just like Girl 38.
Their unlikely friendship blossoms, and with it Kat’s determination, as Ania reveals the haunting story
behind the portrait of a girl she’s left unfinished.
Inspired by Ania – her daring leap to freedom and her search for her lost friend, Mila, who was taken
away by soldiers to a ‘walled village’ at the outbreak of WWII – Kat unravels the mystery of the girl in
the painting and finds a happy ending for Girl 38.

FEBRUARY 2019 • 198x129mm • 224pp • Rights: WORLD
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Invisible in a
Bright Light
Sally Gardner
‘An imaginative novel...
with a suspenseful
challenge and a vivid
backstage world of intrigue
and romance... Original
and rich.’

From I, Coriander to Invisible in a Bright Light,
Sally Gardner’s first middle grade novel in 14 years soars
with the imagination of a master story-teller. A pitchperfect story about a crystal chandelier that splinters
into a thousand pieces, a girl abandoned as a baby on the
steps of an opera house and a dangerous game called
the Reckoning.

Sunday Times, Book of the
Week

It is 1870: opening night at the Royal Opera House in a
freezing city by the sea, where a huge, crystal chandelier in
the shape of a galleon sparkles magically with the light of
750 candles.

‘An astonishingly
beautiful, dark and
original novel...The book
sparkles with Gardner’s
unique storytelling magic,
romance and a story about
the power of trust.’

Celeste, a theatre rat, wakes up in a costume basket from
what she hopes is a bad dream, to find that everyone at
the theatre where she works thinks she is someone else.
When the chandelier falls, she is haunted by a strange
girl who claims to know Celeste’s past and why she must
risk playing a game called the Reckoning to try to save the
people she loves.

New Statesman

SALLY GARDNER gained a first class degree at a leading
London art college and became a successful theatre
costume designer before illustrating and writing books.
Her debut novel, I, Coriander won the Nestle Gold Award
and she is also a Costa and Carnegie prize-winner. Her
books have been translated all over the world and have
sold two million copies. Zephyr also publishes Sally
Gardner's 7–9 series, illustrated by Nick Maland.
@TheSallyGardner
sallygardner.net

thesallygardner

© Lydia Corry
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The Snow Angel

Lauren St John
illustrated by Catherine Hyde
‘A big-hearted story of
courage, friendship, refuge
and mountains, rich in a
sense of place and of nature,
and hope for a better world.’
Sunday Times,
Books of the Year

Lauren St John’s stunning Christmas classic is about
forgotten children, the power of nature to heal us and
a girl who will climb mountains in search for a place to
call home.
Growing up in vibrant, crowded Nairobi, Makena has
only one dream: to climb Mount Kenya like her hero, her
mountain guide father. But when her beautiful world is
shattered, she finds that in the city’s dark places there are a
thousand ways to fall, each more deadly than any crevasse.
In a world of strangers, does she dare trust Snow, whose
ballet dreams are haunted by a past she’s still running from?
And is the sparkling fox friend or foe?
After a fresh start in the Scottish Highlands turns bad,
Makena flees to the mountains. But will they betray her or
be the making of her?

LAUREN ST JOHN grew up surrounded by
horses and wild animals on a farm in Zimbabwe.
An Ambassador for the Born Free Foundation,
she is a passionate conservationist.
@laurenstjohn laurenstjohn.com

CATHERINE HYDE trained in Fine Art
Painting at Central School of Art,London. She
lives and works in Helston, Cornwall.
© Jule Owen
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@catherine_hyde catherinehyde.co.uk
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Witch

Finbar Hawkins
‘I wanted to write
something that was a
song for the strong, funny,
wise women among my
family and friends. I also
wanted to write something
that pushed back against
patriarchy, and celebrated
freedom of expression,
community, and love.
Because that’s what makes
the world go round.’

A story of great beauty and great cruelty, about
darkness and light, for readers of 11+ to 111+. Set in
the 17th century, a breathtaking standalone debut, and
a potential prize-winner, about the power of women,
witchcraft, fury, revenge and the ties that bind us.
After witnessing the brutal murder of her mother by
witch-hunters, Evey vows to avenge her and track down
the killers. Fury burns in her bright and strong. But she
has promised her mother that she will keep Dill, her little
sister, safe.
As the lust for blood and retribution rises to fever pitch,
will Evey keep true to the bonds of sisterhood and to the
magick that is her destiny?

Finbar Hawkins

FINBAR HAWKINS is a visceral, lyrical, dazzling
new voice in storytelling. He graduated from the Bath
Spa MA in Writing for Young People and lives with
his family in Wiltshire, a landscape steeped in myth
and legend.

OCTOBER 2020 • 210x130mm • 252 pp • Rights: WORLD

© Gavin Strange

He is a creative director for Aardman Animations in
Bristol, where he makes fun interactive things
for children of all ages.

finbar.hawkins
www.lovelywork.co.uk

@finbar_hawkins
@daddyape
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Witch Chapter illustrations © Finbar Hawkins
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Lionheart Girl
Yaba Badoe
‘In Lionheart Girl I explore
the tension in a family
of witches. What if, like
my heroine Sheba, your
mother’s a murderer who
can turn into a crow? How
do you learn to protect
yourself, your family and
community without losing
a part of yourself?’
YABA BADOE

African myth and magic beat in the dark heart of this
fable about witchcraft, superstition, the bonds we choose
and those we cannot.
Born into a family of West African witches, Sheba is
terrified of her mother who can shape-shift. But like
mother, like daughter - magic runs through her blood and
Sheba discovers powers of her own.
Her touch can unravel people's innermost thoughts; their
hopes, their fears - their secrets. Through the communion
of ancient magic, blood and friendship, she slowly
uncovers the murderous truth about her stolen childhood
and steels herself for the future. She must protect the
hunted from the hunter - her mother.

YABA BADOE is an award-winning documentary
filmmaker and writer, who has been nominated for the
Distinguished Woman of African Cinema award. She
was born in Ghana but now lives in England with her
husband. Her debut children's novel A Jigsaw of Fire and
Stars and Wolf Light are both pubished by Zephyr.

OCTOBER 2021 • ZEPHYR/FICTION • 210x130mm • 320 pp • Rights: WORLD ALL LANGUAGES

‘An ambitious, impressive and
skilful blend of modernity,
mystery and myth.’
THE SUNDAY TIMES

‘Magical’
EVENING STANDARD

© Samuel Mihaye
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Yaba-Badoe
amaatafilm.com

@yaba_badoe
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‘A blend of magical
realism and brutality,
this is a powerful and
original novel.’

MARCH 2018
198x129mm • 320pp
RIGHTS: WORLD

A Jigsaw of Fire and Stars
Yaba Badoe

 Shortlisted for the Branford Boase Award, 2018
 Nominated for the Carnegie Medal, 2019

Daily Mail on A Jigsaw of
Fire and Stars

A powerful, haunting, contemporary debut that steps seamlessly
from the horrors of people-trafficking to the magic of African
folklore, by an award-winning Ghanaian-British filmmaker.

‘A Jigsaw of Fire and
Stars is a powerful,
magical story that
deserves to be read
widely.’

Sante was a baby when she was washed ashore in a sea-chest laden
with treasure. It seems she is the sole survivor of the tragic sinking
of a ship carrying migrants and refugees. Fourteen years on she’s
a member of Mama Rose’s unique and dazzling circus. But, from
their watery grave, the unquiet dead are calling Sante to avenge
them.

Sophie Anderson, author
of The House With
Chicken Legs

Wolf Light

‘[S]ketches out potential
pathways for a new
children’s literature
that truly reflects our
international and
interconnected world’
BookTrust on Wolf Light

Yaba Badoe

Three girls born on the same day in wolf light are bound
together to protect the world. They can dazzle or destroy. They
have wind-song and fire-fury at their fingertips, but their enemies
are everywhere.
From the bleak steppes to the tropical forests of Ghana and the
stormy moors of Cornwall, the lands they love are plundered and
poisoned. The girls must rally to perfect their skills and prove the
strength of sister-magic. Steeped in elemental myth, Wolf Light is a
call to us all to hear the ancient power within us and conserve
our heritage.

YABA BADOE is an award-winning documentary

APRIL 2019
210x130mm • 320pp
RIGHTS: WORLD

© Samuel Mihaye

filmmaker and writer, who has been nominated for the
Distinguished Woman of African Cinema award. She
was born in Ghana but now lives in England with her
husband. Her debut children's novel A Jigsaw of Fire and
Stars and Wolf Light are both pubished by Zephyr.

Yaba-Badoe
amaatafilm.com

@yaba_badoe
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Monstrous Design
Kat Dunn
‘After revolutionary Paris,
I knew London and the
macabre origins of modern
surgery had to be next –
corpses and kidnappings
next to pleasure gardens
and palaces – London has
it all.’
KAT DUNN

Following the thrills and spills of Dangerous Remedy,
the Battalion of the Dead returns in a dazzling new
adventure, set amid the opulence and squalour of
18th-century London and Paris.
1794, London: Camille and Al are desperately hunting
Olympe’s kidnapper. From the glamorous excesses of the
Vauxhall Pleasure Gardens to the city’s seedy underbelly,
they are caught in a dangerous game of lies and deceit.
And other adversaries lie in wait with designs more
monstrous than they could ever imagine... Can Camille
play on to the end or will she be forced to show her hand?
In Paris, the Duc is playing his own dangerous games.
With Ada in his thrall, old loyalties are thrown into
question. The Battalion is torn apart as never before, and
everything – Ada’s love for Camille, her allegiance to the
battalion itself – is under threat.

KAT DUNN grew up in London, her current home, and
has also lived in Japan, Australia and France. Dangerous
Remedy was her debut novel, the first of three books set
in 18th-century France, published by Zephyr.

JUNE 2021 • ZEPHYR/FICTION • 210x130mm • 432 pp • Rights: WORLD ALL LANGUAGES

‘Part steampunk adventure,
part historical thriller...
an enthralling adventure.’
GUARDIAN

‘Dark, deadly and
delicious.’ BEX HOGAN,
author of VIPER

© Jamie Drew
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@KatAliceDunn
katalicedunn.com

@KatAliceDunn
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Girl. Boy. Sea.
Chris Vick
Shortlisted for the
CILIP Carnegie
Medal 2020
‘Moral dilemmas, spiritual
guidance and human
cruelty underpin this
rollicking adventure of
unlikely friends.’
Daily Mail

Storm, shipwreck, survival, and the power of stories.
A British boy barely survives the sinking of his yacht in a
storm off the coast of Morocco. After days alone at sea in
a tiny rowing boat Bill rescues a girl clinging for her life to
a barrel. Aya, from the nomadic Berber tribe, was escaping
to Europe when her migrant ship was destroyed in the
same storm.
Through endless days and star-spangled nights, they drift
– mere specks on the vast, empty ocean – weakened by
fear, hunger and the unforgiving sun. Aya tells Bill about
The Arabian Nights and Shahrazad, who told 1001 stories
to save her life. As hope of rescue begins to fade, they find
strength in these tales of magic, brave heroes, wily thieves,
cruel sultans, and courageous girls.
When they land on a desert island, they’re surprised to
be confronted by a stranger who is not what he seems...
and back out on the waves once more in the dark deep, a
shadow follows...

CHRIS VICK is a graduate of the Bath Spa MA
in Writing for Young People. In between writing
and teaching, Chris works for a whale and dolphin
conservation charity and is a proud member of
Authors4Oceans. He lives near Bath with his wife and
daughter. Girl. Boy. Sea. was shortlisted for the 2020
CILIP Carnegie Medal.

@chrisvickwrites
chrisvick.co.uk

chrisvick321
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Sofa Surfer

Malcolm Duffy
‘This story about
homelessness is truthful
and compelling, and
Duffy has a talent for
imparting serious ideas
entertainingly.’
Sunday Times, Book of the
Week

Written with humour and heart, Sofa Surfer looks at
what it means to be homeless. Malcolm Duffy’s debut
novel Me Mam. Me Dad. Me., about domestic violence,
was shortlisted for the Waterstones Children’s Prize
2019, longlisted for the Branford Boase Award 2019 and
selected for World Book Night.
15-year-old Tyler’s teenage angst turns to outright rebellion
when his family leave London for a new life in Yorkshire.
He’s angry with his parents about the upheaval and
furious at losing his home. With only the dog to confide
in, Tyler has no idea that a chance meeting with a skinny
girl called Spider will lead him into a world he never even
knew existed. Spider is living on the streets and Tyler finds
himself spinning a tangled web of lies in his efforts to help
her escape from this dark and dangerous place.
Sofa Surfer shows how empathy and action can help those
sleeping rough. As with his widely praised debut, Malcolm
Duffy finds humour and heart even in dire situations.
Relevant, warm and rewarding Sofa Surfer is about what
happens when going home isn’t an option.

OCTOBER 2018

MALCOLM DUFFY is a Geordie born and bred. His

198x129mm • 320pp • Rights: WORLD

debut novel, Me Mam. Me Dad. Me., inspired by his time
at Comic Relief visiting projects that support women
and children who have suffered from domestic abuse,
was published by Zephyr in 2017. It was shortlisted for
the Waterstones Children’s Prize 2019, longlisted for the
Branford Boase Award, selected for World Book Night,
nominated for the 2019 Carnegie Medal, and a host of
regional prizes.

SHORTLISTED FOR THE WATERSTONES CHILDREN’S PRIZE
 LONGLISTED FOR THE BRANFORD BOASE
 A WORLD BOOK NIGHT TITLE
 NOMINATED FOR THE CARNEGIE
 WINNER OF YA CATEGORY, SHEFFIELD CHILDREN’S PRIZE
 WINNER OF THE REDBRIDGE AWARD
 SHORTLISTED FOR A HOST OF REGIONAL PRIZES

malcolmduffy.com

@malcolmduffyUK

© James W. Fortune
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Snowflake, AZ

Marcus Sedgwick
‘An ominous, relevant, and
uniquely compelling read.’
Kirkus, Starred Review

A timely, contemporary novel challenging ideas around
health – our own and our planet’s – and the stigma that
persists around illness.
Ash gets on a greyhound bus to the last place anyone has
heard of Bly: Snowflake, Arizona, six thousand feet high
in the wide, red desert. Ash finds step-brother Bly, and
a forgotten community living outside of time. They are
sick, living in ramshackle homes, with walls lined in tin
foil. But theirs is not an ordinary sickness. It is the world
that has poisoned them. This humane, deeply thoughtful
novel is about resilience, trust, family and love.

The Monsters We
Deserve
Taut, tense, terrifying. Prizewinning author Marcus
Sedgwick writes of the monsters we create in literature
and in our own minds in this reappraisal of Mary
Shelley’s Frankenstein.
APRIL 2019 • 198x129mm • 272pp • WORLD

MARCUS SEDGWICK is the bestselling author of over

SEPTEMBER 2019 • 210x130mm • 384pp • Rights: WORLD (xUS)

thirty books. He has been shortlisted seven times for
the Carnegie and other major prizes such as the Costa,
Guardian and Blue Peter Book Award. He has received the
eminent Printz Award and two Printz Honors, giving him
the most citations to date for America’s most notable book
prize for writing for young adults.

@marcussedgwick
marcussedgwick.com

marcussedgwick
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